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INTRODUCTION
IFA 2006 marks an important punctuation point in the ongoing exciting tale - the forward march of the Consumer Electronics World.
This punctuation comes in the form not only of numerous product launches, but also through the show's important role in educating
and informing industry professionals about the evolution of applications and technologies. There are two major points to underline in
this sense. The first is the true arrival of High Definition TV in Europe. Last year there was of course a lot of hype about HDTV, and the
HDTV sets were definitely out there to buy, but the content wasn't. Today this is changing, with the arrival of HDTV channels over the
past year, opening the way for many more to come, and now, with the arrival on the scene of HDTV recording formats - Blu-ray Disc
and HD-DVD - both present at IFA, with companies planning official product launches over the coming months. At the same time, all
the major movie studios are planning to release High Definition films onto the market … so HDTV will really start to boom. The other
major evolution this year is in the onset of Mobile TV technologies and services. Mobile TV is very much in its infancy, but it holds a
huge potential in store, and it's vital for those involved in its “eco-system” to gain a full understanding of the various technologies that
will be employed and what their pros and cons are. Of course in addition to these two major topics, we cover, in this edition, the
whole range of “what's new out there”…
In addition, in order to educate and inform the market, Cleverdis is releasing, in conjunction with this publication, several Special
Reports - one covering Blu-ray Disc, in cooperation with Sony, one on new TV technology from Sharp, and another on “Limitless Mobile
TV” in cooperation with Alcatel. We are very happy to be working hand in hand with Messe Berlin in better informing and educating
trade visitors to the show, and we salute the organisation for its forward thinking!

Richard Barnes
Editor in Chief

Bettina Spegele
Project Manager
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IFA SPECIAL

INTERVIEW

The IFA success story
Cleverdis: Starting from 2006, IFA
has become an annual event. What
are the reasons for this development
and is this new concept successful?

Jens HEITHECKER
Director Competence Center
Information & Communication

Jens Heithecker holds a degree in
Economics and Marketing at the
Berlin Technical University. He joined
Messe Berlin in 1998 and worked in
various positions as marketing
consultant (1998-2000) and manager
of the Corporate Development
Department (2000-2001).
IFA senior project manager since
2001, he was first named Deputy
Director (1st January 2003) and then
Director (1st October 2003) of the IFA
Competence Center Information &
Communication.
Messe Berlin GmbH
Messedamm 22
D-14055 Berlin
Tel: +49 (30) 3038-0

www.ifa-berlin.com

Jens Heithecker: In recent years the
CE industry has grown considerably.
This development can be attributed
to the large appeal of groundbreaking digital products and
services which drive innovation in
the CE market along very quickly.
Due to the high speed of innovation,
the IFA has become an annual event.
Our tried, tested and unique concept
has evolved with even more
attention to detail, resulting in the
IFA with its incomparable blend of
innovation and events gaining an
even greater appeal. The IFA attracts
more international visitors, is more
entertaining, is devoted more to
media and politics and focuses even
more on trade visitors. The IFA 2006
will mirror the lively pace of these
developments and therefore the
concept is successful.
Cl.: We have noted that your past
experience not only goes back a long
way, but is very international. Does
this worldly background give you a
different outlook when planning
events here in Berlin?

© photo: IFA

J.H.: Yes, the first IFA was held in
1924 and until today the IFA is
growing internationally. As a leading
annual event the IFA 2006 has
staked a claim to being a pace-setter
and opinion-former of the international CE sector. Here in Berlin, the
IFA has the best platform for
innovations, products and events in
an international surrounding. So we
welcome top managers at IFA to the
different trade conventions during
the leading trade show at the
exhibitions sites: The International
Keynotes, the IFA Convention –
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Common Life Technologies and
many other discussion forums will
present the future technologies and
CE devices as well as strategies and
marketing solutions.
Furthermore we will focus on
entertainment. Since the FIFA World
Cup Germany 2006 where Berlin
had
been
the
capital
of
entertainment, we would like to
keep the high level of hospitality and
fascination.
An
outstanding
international opening gala will mark
the start of event, attended by
leading
international
decisionmakers from the CE industry, the
retail trade, politics and the media.
Among the highlights are a
performance by international chart
toppers a-ha, daily concerts in the
IFA Summer Garden and a top act
with Dieter Thomas Kuhn.

Cl.: IFA is a fair for both experts and
public – What services does it offer
its trade visitors?
J.H.: We roll out the red carpet for
our trade visitors – the VIPs. Since
the trade visitors are so important at
IFA, we have compiled a list of
exclusive services to facilitate their
networking,
to
further
their
respective interests and to enable
them to work in a professional
setting. We will be giving our trade
visitors a warm welcome at the
800sqm trade visitor reception area
located in hall 1.1., close to the main
south entrance. There will be
keynotes
by
internationally
acclaimed top managers of leading
CE-companies on a daily basis. They
will present their companies,
strategies and products. As keynote
speakers we expect G. S. Choi,
President and CEO Digital Media
Business, Chief Design Officer
Corporate Design Center Samsung

www.cleverdis.com
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Electronics Co., Ltd.; Dr. Sidney
Harman, Executive Chairman of
Harman International Industries;
Rudy Provoost, Chief Executive
Officer
Philips
Consumer
Electronics;
Yoshihide
Fujii,
Corporate Senior Vice President,
President & CEO of Toshiba Digital
Media Network Company; Stephen
DiFranco, AMD Corporate Vice
President, Consumer Sales and
Marketing; Andreas Westhoff, Chief
Sales Officer NAVIGON AG.
The IFA Convention – Common Life
Technologies 2006 – a new
convention format, is intended to
serve both for navigating and
exploring the new dimensions of the
digital world. The challenges
presented by digital convergence
will be presented by highly qualified
experts, who will also provide an
overview of current and impending
developments, as well as presenting
some clearly defined perspectives
and visions of the future. The IFA
Convention offers an opportunity for
experts from around the world to
discuss the latest technological
developments and trends in the CE
industry and in the adjacent sectors
www.cleverdis.com

of information and communication
technology.
As part of Medienpolitik@IFA, a
format
undergoing
major
enlargement at the IFA 2006, there
will be roundtable discussions on
current media political issues
attended by high-ranking industry
representatives; chief among them
is Minister President of the State of
Rhineland Palatinate Kurt Beck in his
capacity as Chairman of the
Broadcasting Commission of the
German Federal States.

Cl.: IFA is taking on increasing
importance. What makes IFA
different from other CE tradeshows?
J.H.: The IFA has long ceased to
focus merely on the latest trends
and technical innovations of the CE
industry. As a unique information
platform the IFA offers highest
possible
levels
of
market
transparency within the CE
segment. Our concept is clear: our
focus is on the consumer segment,
an area which as a result we are
comprehensively
representing.
Virtually all full-range suppliers from

this segment will be displaying at
the IFA 2006, addressing topics
such as Blu-ray, HD-DVD, HDTV,
digitisation and mobility. This special
focus and clear concept differs IFA
from others.

Cl.: Can you give us some of the key
figures pertaining to your activity
over the past year?
J.H.: More than ever before the IFA
2005 demonstrated its suitability as
the leading meeting place for
European and international CE
experts and, to an increasing extent,
for the IT and telecommunications
industries too. The IFA 2005 was
demonstrated above all by the
participation by the presidents and
CEOs of all the main international
companies in the CE industry. At
leading fair for the CE sector in 2005
counted 1,202 exhibitors from 40
countries occupied over 160,00 sq.
metres of display space. According
to this success the IFA 2006 is
expecting the same high level as in
2005.

New Digital Solutions / September 2006 /
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INTERVIEW

IFA - Behind the
scenes
Roland STEHLE
Public Relations

Owner of the Editorial Office Stehle,
Roland M. Stehle is director of the
press and PR department of
Gesellschaft für Unterhaltungs- und
Kommunikationselektronik GmbH
(gfu) in Germany since January
2004.
Between 1985 and 2000 Mr. Stehle
assumed several leading positions
at Grundig AG’s press and PR
department.

www.gfu.de
Cleverdis: The CE market is
becoming more and more exciting
every year, with countless new
ways of being entertained, and
incredible
improvements
in
traditional CE devices. Can you
please tell us about the main trends
at IFA this year in this respect?
Roland Stehle: Never before there
have been as many exciting
broadcast and digital media
innovations, technology premieres
and product highlights on display as
during IFA 2006. High-definition
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home cinema, Blu-ray and HD DVD,
mobile-TV, IPTV, digital cameras,
navigation and media PC are just
some examples of this astonishing
innovation impulse. In a nutshell,
visitors attending IFA 2006 will
experience a huge variety of
fascinating innovations – presented
live and first-hand.

Cl: Let's talk firstly about HDTV and
Bluray & HD-DVD... What will we be
seeing at IFA?
R.S.: HD-DVD and Blu-ray Disc, two
optical disc formats for the storage
of high-definition content, is finally
being launched in Europe, and many
companies will show their first Bluray or HD-DVD devices for the
European market. These new
storage media also improve the
ease of use of a TV: for example,
interactive and transparent menus
can be accessed while a movie is
displayed, or additional information
downloaded from the Internet can
be added to a programme one is
currently watching. At IFA 2006,
many player products for the new
video media will be on show, and of
course the major Hollywood studios
will announce their releases for this
year’s season.
Cl: Sound is becoming increasingly
important. In Hall 26, there will be
again a HD zone with home cinema
animation. What are the most
exciting developments here?
R.S.: Together with the highresolution images, the sound of the
home cinema has received another
boost in quality. Both HD-DVD and
Blu-ray Disc reproduce sound tracks

of Hollywood movies with up to
seven full range audio channels and
an additional subwoofer channel for
powerful playback of very low
frequencies. New digital sound
formats store the audio losslessly:
without any change to the tracks
produced in the studio and without
any pejoration of the quality.
This way, the sound quality is really
unbelievable, as yet unsurpassed by
even the sound of most cinema
theatres of today. In addition, music
productions such as live recordings
of concerts will be able to be
experienced with a surprisingly live
atmosphere.

Cl: What about the mobility sector?
R.S.: The mobility sector is growing
very rapidly… approxi-mately 160
million pieces were sold in Europe in
the past year. There are lots of brand
new items on show at IFA:
Camcorders, digital still cameras,
mobile phones, portable navigation
sets, MP3-players, notebooks and
PDAs.
Cl: Mobile TV appears to be catching
on. Do you agree? Will there be
participants with mobile TV solutions
at IFA?
R.S.: Yes of course! From Spain to
Scandinavia – throughout Europe,
2006 is the year to launch novel TV
and data services addressing mobile
phones and other portable devices.
At IFA 2006, the introduction of
mobile TV will be accompanied by
plenty of interesting product
launches
and
technology
demonstrations. Visitors can have a
look at an entire new range of
www.cleverdis.com
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handheld devices ready for volume
production.

Cl: Over past years we have seen a
lot of price erosion, but today it
appears that brands are becoming
important again. Tell us about this
trend.

© photo: IFA

R.S.: Brand awareness is undergoing
an unbelievable renaissance. Market
surveys point out that 83 per cent of
the customers pay attention to
quality rather than the price, which
is of importance to only 17 per cent.
Every second buyer of a no-name
device prefers a brand-product
when replacing the old product.

www.cleverdis.com

© photo: IFA

In addition to quality and durability
of a brand product, the brands
themselves offer reliability as far as
servicing, re-fitting and updating are
concerned. They offer innovative
technology, ease of use and
integrated system solution.
Also the design of the product
becomes more and more important.
Demanding customers are increasingly looking for technology and
design to fulfil individual needs.
New Digital Solutions / September 2006 /
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Our Selection of Inspiring New Products at IFA

Digital Video on the Go…

t
h
g
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l
t
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S

ARCHOS AV 700 Mobile Digital Video Recorder

The Archos also records from
sources like VCR, DVD player2,
cable or satellite box, and has excellent
compatibility – being able to store

and play MPEG4 and DivX files as
well as storing music and digital
photos.
The 100GB hard disc means it’ll be
quite a while before space runs out!
Users can easily Autosync content
between the AV 700 and Windows
Media Player 10 every time they
connect the AV 700 to their PC.

© photo: Archos

Archos presents its new widescreen
mobile Digital Video Recorder (DVR)
allowing you to record TV shows
and movies directly from your TV,
store up to 400 hours of videos or
250 movies and watch them on a
7" colour screen on the go.

IFA Hall 2.1 / 106

Follow me TV
Move around - but
don’t lose track
of your programme

© photo: Fujitsu Siemens Computers

Fujitsu Siemens Computers offers
both the ACTIVY Media Center
530/570, which comes with an
integrated UPnP audio/video server,
and the ACTIVY Media Player 150,
which is the coresponding UPnP AV
media player. SCALEO PCs and AMILO
notebooks support the UPnP standard
as well, which lets you communicate
with the ACTIVY Media Center. Follow
me TV is based on Intel technology.
Equipment from other manufacturers
also works with this environment as
long as it supports the UPnP standard.
At this year’s IFA, Fujitsu Siemens
Computers is demonstrating a unique
solution for the digitally networked
home that enables users to pause
television shows in midstream and
continue watching them on another
device in another room.
This is made technically possible by new
software for the ACTIVY Media Center,
which records television broadcasts and
plays them over UPnP-capable devices
which are linked via a wired or wireless
local area network (LAN).

www.cleverdis.com

Typical scenarios:
• One family member wants to watch
football, but everyone else wants to
watch a movie on another channel. The
football fan simply gives the “Follow me
TV” command and moves to another
room.
• You want to continue watching the
movie in the bedroom. Simply give the
“Follow me TV” command and watch
the rest in bed.
• Watching television programming
stored on the ACTIVY Media Center on
any UPnP-compatible device in the
house.

IFA Hall 5.2 / 201

PLATINUM
OWL AWARD
Cleverdis this year has discerned its
Platinum Owl Award* for Innovation at
IFA to Fujitsu Siemens Computing for
the development of Follow Me TV.
* The Platinum Owl Award is given as an
accolade for what we believe is a true
innovation in the marketplace.

New Digital Solutions / September 2006 /
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Spotlight

I Love My MOBILE TV!!
Live at the international consumer electronics trade fair: Television on your
mobile phone.
Siemens is unveil its DVB-H test system for network operators in Berlin. The
company will present programs broadcast by a variety of private TV stations
live on a mobile phone equipped to
receive digital TV signals via DVB-H
(Digital Video Broadcast Handheld). To
demonstrate "Mobile TV", Siemens will
for the first time use its new DVB-H
test system comprising a server platform for mobile television and a handset prototype capable of receiving
these services.
The equipment enables mobile operators to conduct DVB-H trials with relatively little effort, for example to test the
level of acceptance for Mobile TV
among consumers.

The DVB-H test system from Siemens
can carry not only live
television or radio programs, but also specially prepared video
streams.
Premium
content is protected
via special access
control. An Electronic
Service Guide (ESG)
on the DVB-H phone
guides
the
user
through the programs
and provides quick and
easy access to all
DVB-H services.
The new phone is a prototype equipped
with a DVB-H receiver, stereo sound
and a large VGA touch screen. It also
doubles as a PDA and mobile phone.
On the Siemens stand, live channels

© photo: Siemens

SIEMENS - DVB-H Demos at IFA

will be broadcast over DVB-H during
the IFA and received on the DVB-H
device prototype, thus allowing selected TV stations to be watched on the
device.

IFA Hall 4.2 / 214

New Media Center Technology on Show at IFA
Introducing the new AMISOS HTPC
a media and entertainment centre for the living room.

© photo: Amisos

© photo: Amisos

width) makes sure the AMISOS HTPC
integrates well into an existing Hi-Fi or
Home Theatre environment. Essential
functions like Timeshift and Archiving
are available (DVD Writer is included in
standard configuration, Dual TV-Tuner
optional). An integrated 25-1 card reader
supports memory and flash cards.

The AMISOS unit aims to enhance the
total home entertainment experience
with music, movies, television and
photos. The system is fully WMV-HD
DVD compatible for high resolution

8
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entertainment and can be connected to
the user’s TV, front or rear projection
system, LCD or Plasma TV. It’s allaluminium case includes a 7" TFT touch
panel. A standard rack size (43cm

The AMISOS HTPC comes preinstalled
with Microsoft Windows XP Media
Center Edition 2005 and is ready to go
out of the box. Users are also able to
choose between an AMD or Intel
based system.

IFA Hall 1.2 / 222

www.cleverdis.com
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Spotlight

New Range of DVD Writers
for Mobile Users
Pioneer Unveils External PC DVD/CD Writer at IFA and
Announces New Range of DVD Writers for Mobile Users
writer will be launched for notebook
OEM manufacturers.
An external slimline, DVR-SK12D
DVD/CD writer will also be made available for users with USB II or IEEE
1394 (firewire) interfaces. The products
will offer mobile workers the build quality, reliability and ease of use synonymous with Pioneer's existing DVD
range and extend the expanding range
of DVD-based applications - currently
focused on the desktop - to mobile
users.

IFA Hall 17 / 101

Combined Technologies Help Home
Entertainment to Reach New Highs
© photo: Philips

Philips Cineos 9000 Series

The Philips Cineos 9000 series, comprising three A/V components was
launched this summer, offering features like hard disk and DVD recording,
digital TV and radio reception, multichannel SA-CD playback and high definition picture quality. The Philips Cineos
series consists of the:
• DVDR9000H Hard Disk/DVD
Recorder with Pixel Plus and built-in
digital TV tuner
• DVP9000S DVD/SA-CD player with
high definition resolution video output
• DFR9000 multi-channel audio and
high definition video receiver
With the introduction of this new
Cineos 9000 series, Philips brings togewww.cleverdis.com

© photo: IFA

Pioneer Multimedia Europe is showing
off its new external half height DVD
Writer at IFA. The DVR-S606 is easily
connected to a PC through either USB
II or IEEE 1394 (firewire) interfaces and
incorporates a range of technologies to
enhance read/write performance while
achieving high levels of compatibility.
The DVR-S606 builds on the success
of the DVD-R/RW format which
accounted for 63.49 percent1 of the
DVD writers shipped worldwide in
2002. At IFA, Pioneer additionally
confirms the further extension of its
DVD writer portfolio; in October this
year, the DVR-K12D internal DVD/CD

An Electronic Knee
Pad! Just What I
Kneeded!!
Amateur and Professional
Pilots Will Loop the Loop
with this New Product…
The EKP IV pro (Electronic Knee Pad) is
the next generation of portable navigator
for the aeronautical market. The AvMap
EKP IV has a large and brilliant colour sunlight-viewable 7" LCD display, it's equipped with internal batteries for emergency
use. The unit can operate either in Vertical
or in Horizontal mode. The EKP IV utilizes
a 128 MB Compact Flash (CF) card providing detailed continental coverage for the
Americas,
Europe/Africa
and
Australia/Asia, integrating regional street
data and Jeppesen aeronautical data.

IFA Hall 8.1 / 119

ther all the latest technological innovations in video and audio to provide what
they describe as “an unsurpassed
immersive entertainment experience”.
HDMI™ digital interfaces, Philips' Pixel
Plus™ picture improvement technology, high definition video up-scaling,
Philips SmartAlgo™ optical recording,
DVB-T and DAB reception, SACD and
6.1-channel surround-sound are all
combined in the Cineos 9000 series,
demonstrating Philips' continued
“commitment to letting consumers
turn up their multimedia experience”.

IFA Hall 22 / 101
New Digital Solutions / September 2006 /
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Spotlight

Revolutionary Home Cinema Concept
Modular, flexible and individual: Loewe presents “Individual Compose”

come with an integrated hard disc
(DR+) for HDTV and digital TV recording, giving up to 200 hours’ storage
capacity.

Hitachi All in Black at IFA
At IFA 2006, Hitachi Digital Media Group is presenting
a new hard drive DVD recorder and their latest generation in the home cinema projector segment. The company is also showing the 55“55PD9700 Plasma TV as
well as the 32” 32 LD9700 LCD-TV representing the
new Picture Master Class series. With LCD TV’s,
Hitachi once again use their IPS (In Plane Switching)
technology. In terms of design, their integrated platinum coloured speaker with rounded corners present a
nice contrast to the housing which is varnished black.
Furthermore, the PJ-TX300 home cinema projector will
be showcased, too. The device offers a 10.000:1
contrast ratio giving very sharp images. Hitachi’s latest
DVD hard drive recorders offer excellent memory
space. The DV-DS-163E features 160 GB memory capacity and the DV-DS253E features all in all 250 GB
memory space.

IFA Hall 23 / 106

IFA Hall 6.2 / 201

Invented, Engineered and
Designed in Germany!
Grundig Back with a Vengeance
with New Marketing Philosophy

© photo: Grundig

Boasting Full-HD capability (1920 x
1080 pixels), the Individual Compose
TV’s come with an HDTV receiver already integrated, and as a world first, also

© photo: Loewe

Loewe is extending its product range of
Individual TV sets and, in the shape of
Individual Compose, a completely new,
fully integrated Home Cinema concept.
The centrepiece is formed by the two
large-format Loewe LCD TV sets,
Individual 40 Compose and Individual
46 Compose.
Like all Loewe Individual TV sets, the
two new Flat TVs may be individually
configured in design and technique.
These sets can be “mixed and matched” with various specially developed
speaker systems from Loewe, giving
an aesthetically pleasing effect with
thunderous sound to boot.

Grundig is making a real comeback this year at IFA with a total
face-lift, in order to reach younger target groups. The aim is
threefold –
• “Invented in Germany” – means user friendliness,
• “Engineered in Germany – means technical sophistication
• “Designed in Germany” – means cool design… e.g. Red Dot
Awards, etc.

© photo: Hitachi

AT LAST – AN END TO LOOSE CABLES

55PD9700 Plasma TV

DV-DS253E

Grundig Launches New Wireless Loudspeakers at IFA
The era of laboriously laid loudspeaker cables winding their way
behind shelves, beneath carpets and over window sills is now a
thing of the past. In effect an in-house expansion to the smart
PSW 5000 outdoor loudspeakers, Grundig is now introducing a
cordless stereo loudspeaker system for home use. The two
PSW 6000 loudspeakers receive signals from a hi-fi system or
television via a small transmitter with an integrated receiver.
Grundig's PSW 6000 cordless stereo loudspeaker system
receives audio signals from a transmitter connected to the hi-fi
system, the television and a CD or MP3 player. Control for the
two spherical loudspeakers is fully automatic, with each loudspeaker receiving its own stereo signal.

IFA Hall 23 / 201
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Spotlight

WideScreen for Short Pockets
Yakumo's new TFT 19 WJT - a widescreen solution
for budget buyers
A response time of 8 ms guarantees
that not only work processes are
carried out and displayed smoothly but
means that the TFT 19 WJT is wellequipped to please any PC gamer.
It can be wall-mounted to put a touch
of elegance to any office space and
make it a real head-turner.

IFA Hall 1.2 / 201

New! Sharp Launches 46 and
52 inch Full HD TVs at IFA 2006
With a list of features as long as the list of red and yellow cards
dealt-out in the Portugal-Holland match in the World Cup, Sharp's
two new Full HD TV's - the LC-46XD1E and LC-52XD1E, launched at
IFA, will set new standards of image quality for the category.
Apart from being doted with 1920 x 1080 pixel LCD panels, a few
of the main features include high brightness (450cd/m2) and high
contrast ratio (1500:1), “Quick shoot technology” – providing clean
clear reproduction of high speed moving images. The new models
have a response time of only 4 ms*, a 176° viewing angle and
dispose of a built-in DVB-terrestrial tuner and Sharp's new fourwavelength backlight system to deliver more natural reds. The sets
are equipped with extremely sophisticated integrated Hi-Fi surround
sound and NICAM/A2 Stereo systems, which among other things
automatically differentiate voices and music to deliver clearer voices,
and have a volume equalizing system, levelling out the volume from
various sound sources. In terms of interfacing, these new units have
advanced digital interfaces with 2 HDMI inputs.

© photo: Sharp

* “Action Mode”ON (Impulse Driving)

Environmentally
conscious
Continuing along the lines of Sharp's “Green TV Manufacturer”
policy, these sets have an OPC function, which automatically
adjusts the screen luminance according to room brightness or
lighting conditions, thus reducing power consumption, and are
equipped with long-life backlights and eco-oriented materials and
design, convenient for recycling.
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For just 269 euros, the new TFT 19 WJT
brings the 16:10 widescreen format to
Yakumo's growing portfolio of TFTs.
This monitor with exactly 376.3 x 301
mm of viewing size is encased in a
silver coloured frame and offers convincing technical features: a resolution of
up to 1440 x 900 pixels, a brightness of
300 cd/m2 and a contrast ratio of 500:1
bringing 16.2 million brilliant colours to
the screen.

A Bonnie Beamer that
won’t Bust the Budget…
Toshiba Launches 2,000 ANSI Lumen
Model for under 1,000 EUR.

©
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Toshiba Projection & Display Technology (PDT) is presenting the new s35, an all-round projector offering
outstanding value for money at IFA. The Toshiba s35
is the ideal choice for first-time users seeking a highperformance projector for maximum cinema enjoyment right from the outset.
Its elegant design and robust housing also reflect
the quality of its technical features; with 2,000 ANSI
lumen brightness, this projector easily copes with
even poorly darkened environments to deliver
superb images. Proven DLP technology is the key to
the high contrast ratio of 2,000:1. The Toshiba s35
offers both native 4:3 and cinema widescreen 16:9
formats along with SVGA-resolution, and is also available as an optional business model with removable
camera.
Facts & Figures • Technology: DLP
• Brightness: 2,000 ANSI lumens
• Contrast: 2,000:1
• Resolution: SVGA
• sc35: as S35 but with removable camera
• Prices (incl. VAT) s35: 999 EUR; sc35: 1,499 EUR

IFA Hall 1.2 / 126
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Blu-ray Disc Finally
Comes of Age
Blue Ray Products See The Light of Day
We’ve been seeing prototypes for Blu-ray Disc players and recorders at various shows in the past, we today
arrive at a point when the true launch of Blu-Ray Products is about to happen in Europe. Blu-ray Disc is indeed
a significant new technology as it’s the next generation of home entertainment hardware and software, and,
according to the Blu-ray Disc Association offers the most versatile, technologically advanced option for
consumers, and is the result of years of investment in R&D.

Blu-ray Disc set to be at Heart of High Definition Home Entertainment
Blu-ray Disc player/recorders, Playstation 3 and Sony VAIO computers with Blu-ray Disc Drive will all give users
the possibility to enjoy Full HD on their various High-Definition capable screens.
IFA Hall 26 / 201

VAIO LEADS THE WAY FOR
SONY LAUNCH
Blu-ray disc products are already on
the market, as the new VAIO series of
notebook computers – the VGNAR11S, are equipped with Blu-ray disc
burner.

world’s top computer brands (Dell, HP,
Apple) as well as PlayStation 3.
A wide variety of films and music
videos will be available of Blu-ray,
making it the format of choice for
consumers and content providers
Seven of the eight major movie studios
have already announced that they will

release movies in the Blu-ray Disc
format as soon as hardware becomes
available
How Does Blu-ray Work
Content Management System

Blu-ray has adopted the most
comprehensive content management
system ever used on an optical disc

According to Sony, Blu-ray offers the
highest capacity of any consumer
media format, which holds 6 times
of DVD, 67% more of HD DVD, and
technically potential up to 200GB
per disc in the future. The company
underlines that it allows not only
for the highest quality High
Definition video to be recorded, it
also opens the doors to new and
existing applications – internet
downloads and more extras per
disc than ever before, for
example. Only Blu-ray will be able
to offer these value-added
options.

© photo: Sony

What’s different about Blu-ray Disc
compared to DVD and HD DVD?

That is why Blu-ray continues to
have overwhelming support
from all the relevant industries
– including 85% of the CE
industry,
90%
of
Hollywood studios
(in terms of
2005’s
home
video sales), the
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format. The Advanced Access Content
System will complement new
innovations in the next-generation of
optical discs, and enable consumers to
enjoy
next-generation
content,
including high-definition content.
BD+ is a virtual machine based,
content protection system offering a
measure to mitigate hacks on BDROM player.
BD-ROM mark is a Content Protection
technology mainly to prevent Digital bit
by bit copy from ROM Disc to
Recordable Optical Disc.
Long Life

Sony also underlines the fact that the
format is designed to have a life of
decades. Owing to its large capacity,
short-term replacement of the
technology will be unnecessary. Disc
production costs are within 10% of
DVD production costs, although Bluray offers five to ten times more
capacity. It is by far the cheapest
format measured in cost per Gigabyte.
Costs of playback-recorders and discs
are also expected to come down as
the format becomes more popular and
as more are produced and sold.
Which retailers will stock Sony Blu-ray?

In addition to all of our Sony Centre
stores, Sony are working closely with
all of the leading electronics retailers,
networks of independents and
department store groups and have
extensive pre-orders from many
retailers.
How does Blu-ray work?

Blu-ray discs contain high-definition
video and audio material such as films,

television programmes and music.
High-definition content requires much
more storage space than a regular
DVD, so they also have a much larger
capacity. A standard (single layer) Blu-

ray disc holds 27 GB (gigabytes), which
holds six times more visual content
and about 40 times more than a regular
CD can hold. Dual layer Blu-ray discs
hold 50 GB. This means that each
individual standard Blu-ray disc will
store more than 13 hours of film,
compared with the current limit of 133
minutes.
Unlike CDs or DVDs, the fundamental
difference with Blu-ray players and
recorders is the laser that is used to
read the discs. A blue laser (hence the
name Blu-ray) is used instead of the
red lasers that are used on current
discs. Blue lasers have a shorter
wavelength than red lasers, so the
beam can be focused on a smaller
area, which means that more data can
be put on an identically-sized disc.

www.cleverdis.com
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As we see flat screen TVs of all
sizes, the next important question is …

“How to Mount it On The Wall?”
Chief have designed a complete selection of small, medium and large flat panel mounts that are precisionengineered for stability, security, functionality, and real-world reliability. Whether the application is home cinema,
boardroom, conference centre or classroom, Chief has a full range of large flat panel mounting solutions.
IFA Hall 3.2/ 201a

These are the categories in which Chief has a complete and industry leading Mounting offer:

Flat TV:
Size Counts, but
Getting it Up
(on the wall)
is Very Important!
PROJECTOR
Chief has introduced the all-new RPA
Elite™ Series of custom and
universal projector mounts designed as a first-class upgrade to
the industry-leading RPA Series.
The Elite Series is packed with new
easy-to-use features that save time
and maximize projector security.
RPA Elite includes the same great
features as the RPA Series, such as
independent roll, pitch and yaw,
integrated cable management, and
All-Points™ Security; packaged in a
new, revolutionary design.
In addition, unique features have
been added to further improve ease
of installation for the installer, and
simplify service for the end-user. A
select line of Speed-Connect™
accessories has been designed also
to focus on speed of installation.
Ideal
for
offices,
schools,
boardrooms, houses of worship and
home use.

IC PRODUCTS
IC is introducing several new
products to its retail line.
New medium Fixed and Tilt
wallmounts and new Medium and
Large articulating Swing arm mount
and several accessories can be
found at the Chief booth.

FLAT PANEL
Chief have designed a complete selection of small, medium and large flat panel
mounts which feature in 3 main series:
CYNERGY™ Series: This line of custom mounting solutions provides maximum
extension, or folds flat against the wall for a low-profile appearance. Centris™
Technology provides smooth pivot and tilt adjustments that securely hold different
display weights. The CYNERGY Series Mounts are full of innovative features to
complement any application.
FUSION™ Series: This line of custom mounting solutions combines functionality
with low-profile designs. With a variety of fixed and tilt options for multiple screen
sizes, you will find a mount to fit your needs! The Fusion Series Mounts include all
standard mount features plus several new, industry leading exclusive features.
REACTION™ Series: This line of custom mounting solutions offers unmatched
functionality with a sleek look. These mounts provide maximum extension while
remaining low profile when latched in the home position! REACTION Series
Mounts include all of the standard features you can expect from Chief, plus several
new exclusive features developed specifically for this series.

CYNERGY™ Series

FUSION™ Series

REACTION™ Series

AUTOMATED / LIFT
Chief’s Automated products and lifts are
marketed trough the CINEMATIC™
Series. This series focuses on
automated flat panel swing-arm
mounts, lifts and table stands
engineered with quality and ease of
installation.
These Chief mounts combine a top
quality
mounting
solution
with
motorized remote operation to achieve
an exciting new offering. Cinematic
Mounts offer programmable viewing
angles and fast, fine-tuned viewing
adjustments. Solid steel construction
and carefully engineered electronics
make these products state-of-the-art.
CINEMATIC™ Series

14
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Sanus Systems continues to develop and introduce new products as well as evolving its
existing popular lines into exciting new generations.
IFA Hall 3.2/ 206

The Sanus Systems product lines are divided into three distinct groups:

• Sanus Foundations loudspeaker supports –
Long ago, Sanus trademarked the umbrella
name “foundations” for its loudspeaker
supports because they were so technically
advanced over the ordinary
“speaker stands” offered by
most other manufacturers.
Today, the extended Sanus
Foundations family includes
lines such as Euro, Basic, Steel,
Ultimate, Designer, Home
Theater and Natural.

• Sanus A/V Furniture – Sanus lines
include Accurate, Natural, Euro,
Component, Java, Steel, Platinum
and Woodbrook lines. Sanus also
offers a selection of specialized
mini-system furniture and TV
turntables and top shelves.

• Sanus TV and Component Mounts – This
newest category consists of an entire
complement of mounting solutions for
everything from small LCD flat panels to the
largest of the plasma screens.
The entire line is universal, meaning that the
mounts fit virtually every TV within a
specified range with no need for adapter
brackets. Sanus has won numerous design
awards for its market leading VisionMount®
line.

www.cleverdis.com
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INTERVIEW

Full HD is Here
Europe, for two years now, has been ahead of Japan as being the largest market for LCD TVs in the world. In this candid interview, Hans
Kleis, CEO of Sharp Europe, explains why he believes his company is
headed for dizzy new heights in the field of LCD TV, further eating away
market share of plasma TV …

Hans Kleis

Cleverdis: How is Sharp catering for
the big increase in demand?
H.K.: The crystallization of Sharp LCD
technology and TV technology has
come thanks to the opening in
January 2004 of the most advanced
facility for the integrated production
of AQUOS – from the manufacturing
of LCD panels to assembly of final
products – in Kameyama, Japan. In
August 2006, the second plant is
scheduled to start operation. As a
result of a massive rise in demand
earlier this year, production capacity
at Kameyama I has been increased
by 20 percent, thanks to an
investment of 105 million Euros. In
addition, the originally planned
investment in the ultra-modern plant,
Kameyama II is being raised by 1.1
billion euros to 2.5 billion. Thanks to
Kameyama II, we will occupy an
exceptional position in the alldecisive
year-end
business,
particularly in the full HD market
segment and large-format panels of
40 inches and larger. Kameyama II is
the only plant that will be able to
www.cleverdis.com

produce 90,000 mother glass sheets
per month by the end of 2008! This is
equivalent to 720,000 46-inch panels
(one
mother
glass
makes
8 x 46 inch panels).

Cl.: So “Full HD” is going to be
important in the market?
H.K.: Yes. For the moment, there is a
big education job going on, with
people learning about “HD-Ready”.
This refers to resolution levels that
are either 720p or 1080i. Full HD
refers to TV’s that have a minimum of
1080p resolution – meaning in fact
that there are two times more pixels
on the screen than an HD Ready set.
As screen sizes get bigger, people
will increasingly notice the difference
between HD Ready sets and Full HD
sets. This will become an important
factor for buyers as they become
more aware of the breath-taking
images that can be delivered by such
technology… Even more breathtaking than HD Ready!

CEO – Sharp Electronics Europe

The Dutch-born Hans Kleis studied
Economics, Marketing and Financial
Studies and spent three years learning
Spanish at Barcelona University. After
working for Hitachi, in 1992 he started his
career at Sharp Electronics Benelux as
Sales Director.
Since October 2004 he has been CEO
Sharp Electronics Europe. Mr Kleis has a
very “European” outlook, having lived in
Spain, Holland, UK and Germany.

Sharp Electronics (Europe) GmbH
(SEEG)
Sonninstrasse 3
20097 Hamburg
Tel: +49 (0)40 / 2376-0

www.sharp.de
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Hans Kleis: The market share of LCD
TV has been rapidly increasing…
even faster than most people had
predicted, and this increase is even
greater than for plasma. This is
because plasma is only efficient large
models of at least 37”, while LCD TVs
come in many sizes for a variety of
applications. My belief is that LCD
TVs will continue to increase their
market share in Europe, exceeding
50% in 2007 and becoming the main
player in the TV market, while the
primary screen size will shift from 30
to 40 inches.
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INTERVIEW
A TV-manufacturer
on the rise

Marco PADELLA
Vice President of VDC Technologies and
Senior Vice President of TTD Research
and Development.

Marco Padella is the Vice President of VDC
Technologies and also Senior Vice
President of TTD Research and
Development. Both of these companies
were acquired from Thomson in 2005.
Marco managed both the acquisition
phase as well as the subsequent industrial
conversion of Thomson Videocolor from
CRT manufacturing to the production of
TV sets and Air-conditioners as well as
new generation plasma panels. He is also
the Managing Director of the new company
which will produce LCD panels near to
VDC Technologies.
Marco has an extensive industrial background having worked 17 years for the
automotive components sector, 6 years in
Piaggio, and then 8 years in Fiat before
joining Thomson Videocolor 5 years ago.

Cleverdis: VDC is not a first time IFA
exhibitor. However, some IFA visitors
may not yet know this company despite your history going a long way
back! Can you tell us more about your
background in TV-manufacturing?
Marco Padella: VDC Technologies is
currently the fastest growing
European TV Manufacturer with a
capacity to supply over 2 Million TVs
per year to major OEMs throughout
Europe.
Previously the factory was part of the
Thomson Group producing CRTs for
the world market. Videocon acquired
the company from Thomson in March
2005 and built on the production
expertise resulting from over 37 years
producing CRTs to convert the
production to manufacture TV sets as
well as air-conditioners and a new
generation of plasma panels. In fact,
the plant will be the only plasma panel
producer in Europe and there are also
plans to build a new LCD panel
making facility nearby.
VDC can count on Videocon’s
experience of TV manufacturing which
began in 1987 as well as a completely
integrated group supply chain which
includes manufacturing of CRTs,
glass panels, PCBs and plastic
moulding. Infact Videocon really does
manufacture TVs starting from sand!
Cl.: What are your objectives for the
coming years?

VDC Technologies SpA
Loc Fratta Rotonda
03012 Anagni (Fr) - Italy
Tel: 003907757611

www.vdc-technologies.it
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M.P.: VDC was acquired by Videocon
with the specific intent of becoming a
leading TV manufacturer in the
European market which with 40
million TVs sold per year is the most
important TV market area in the world.
In less than one year VDC has already
entered in the top ten ranking
European
TV
manufacturers.
Videocon now wants to further
increase capacity in VDC and launch
TV manufacturing in Mexico in their
Thomson Mexicali plant. This will

allow Videocon to become a truly
global player with production facilities
present in Italy and Poland (covering
Europe as well as Eastern Europe and
Russia), Mexico (covering North
America and South America), Dubai
(covering the middle east), as well as
India and there are also possibilities to
produce TVs in China through the
Foshan and Dongguan Thomson
facilities.

Cl.: What is the specific value added
of VDC's products?
M.P.: VDC can offer European quality
levels combined with advantageous
logistics solutions including storage
and direct delivery to our customer’s
own customer base. Producing in
Europe provides a flexibility which
avoids having to take risks to
anticipate demand due to long
shipping lead times from the far east.
Videocon’s strength is it’s integrated
global group supply chain which
provides competivity for material
costs combined with reliable supply
and better controlled quality levels.
Investment
in
Plasma
panel
production as well as LCD panel
manufacture in Italy will provide VDC
with a secure supply chain for flat
panel products which are set to equal
CRT TV sales in Europe already in
2007.
Cl.: Which exciting new products are
you showing at your booth at IFA?
VDC will be showing a
M.P.:
completely new range of TV models
covering the CRT TV range which
includes Slim Real Flat 21” and Slim
RF 29”. We will also be showing our
new LCD and PDP complete model
ranges as well as plasma panels
prototypes.

IFA Hall 26 / 308
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Follow me TV

Björn Fehrm: With Follow Me TV, you
can take a TV programme with you
from the living room into any other
room of the house and watch it on a
different device of your choice. For
instance, if you are watching a movie
in the living room and you want to
finish watching in bed, you can
simply use the “Follow me TV”
function on the menu, and the
programme will be recorded and
stored on the hard disc. You can then
pick up the programme from any
point of the network with any UPnPcapable device, which can be for
example a TV with a Fujitsu Siemens
Computers Media Player or from any
of our Computers.
Cl.: Does “Follow Me TV” only work
with Fujitsu Siemens Computers
Products?
B.F.: No, it’s based on the UPnP AVStandard, which is a worldwide
standard allowing for the interaction
between CE-products and ITproducts.
Cl.: Which new applications does
Follow Me TV offer to the user?
B.F.: Basically, there are three main
usage cases:
The first case is that you are
watching a programme in the
evening, and you want to continue
watching in bed. In the menu of the
ACTIVY Media Center, you mark the
programme with the Follow Me TV
function, that records and stores the
programme and makes it available on
the network. After having brushed
your teeth, you can then use the
ACTIVY Media Player and continue
watching your movie in bed. Follow
Me TV also allows to fast-forward or
rewind the movie.
www.cleverdis.com

Secondly, imagine you come home
from work and your teenage
daughter is watching MTV, whereas
you would like to watch football. In
order to avoid a potential family
conflict and for the satisfaction of
both parties, Follow Me TV allows
your daughter to mark MTV with the
Follow Me TV function continue to
watch MTV in her room, while you
can watch football in the living room.
Thirdly, recording devices like the
ACTIVY Media Center are equipped
with a very comfortable recording
function that allows you to choose in
advance the programmes you want
to record on a regular basis. Now you
can play back this recorded TV from
any point in the house.

Cl.: Apart from Follow me TV, what
other new products can visitors see
at your booth at IFA?
B.F.: We are presenting a complete
Digital Home line. We are presenting
a new version of the SCALEO E living
room PC based on Intel technology:
The SCALEO EV is ViiV-compliant and
has half the thermal dissipation of
the previous model. This makes it
more silent and easier to put in a HiFi rack for example. We are also
launching a UPnP-capable storage
server, that allows you to store all
your recordings, photos, films, etc.
and then access them from any point
of the network.

Björn Fehrm
Senior Director Digital Home

Björn Fehrm is Senior Director Digital Home
at Fujitsu Siemens Computers. Fehrm
joined Fujitsu Siemens Computers 1999,
and has more then 25 years of experience in
management, sales and marketing and
product development positions.
Fehrm leads Fujitsu Siemens Computers
Digital Home activities, which encompasses
the complete Consumer oriented product
range like Notebook, Desktops and Displays
but also convergence products like Scaleo E,
Activity Media Center and Activity Media
Player.

Fujitsu Siemens Computers
Domagkstrasse 28
80807 München
Germany
tel.: +49 (0)89 3222-1210

www.fujitsu-siemens.com
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Cleverdis: At this year’s IFA, Fujitsu
Siemens is introducing "Follow Me
TV" – a completely innovative
concept that is unique on the
European market. What is it exactly?"
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Merger of 2 top companies
forms important new AV entity
CSAV brings new added-value to market

Vice President CSAV Europe B.V.

About the creation
of CSAV
CSAV Inc is the result of the merger
between Chief Manufacturing and Sanus
Systems. The merger has brought the
leader in professional audiovisual
mounting solutions together with the
leader in retail and home cinema
audio/video solutions.

www.csavinc.com

Chief Manufacturing and iC
Sales Contact: Melinda Von Horvath
Melinda.von.horvath@csavinc.com.
Inside Sales: tel +31 (0) 40 2668 620
Fax: +31 (0) 40 2668 615

Sanus Systems
Sales Contact: Katinka de Vos
Katinka.de.vos@csavinc.com
Inside Sales: tel: +31 (0) 40 2668 619
Fax: +31 (0) 40 2668 615

Cleverdis: Tell us about what this
merger means…
Paul Feenstra: It allows us to further
leverage our commitment to
significantly grow and serve our
customers. Looking at the present
success and future of Chief and
Sanus Systems, there was a unique
opportunity to grow product
development
capabilities
and
breadth of product offerings.

Cl.:How are the different brands
positioned?
P.F.: "Ideas Supporting Ideas" is the
motivational theme behind Chief
Manufacturing's continued effort to
be the leader in new product
innovation and customer service
within Professional markets such as
Education,
Hospitality,
Digital
Signage, Office, Health care, and has
been an industry leader in
manufacturing
total
support
solutions for presentation systems.
Our commitment to responding to
growing industry needs is evident

through a full line of mounts, lifts and
accessories for LCD/DLP™/CRT
projectors and flat panel displays
utilizing
plasma
and
LCD
technologies.

Cl.: iC is the retail brand that Chief
introduced in early 2005. It features
a complete retail line with 12 SKUs
for plasmas, LCD TVs and projectors.
iC is positioned to serve the highend retail market, leveraging on the
professional features of the Chief
products.
P.F.: Sanus offers the retail segment
a complete top-line of mounting
solutions as well as a complete A/V
furniture line. A typical Sanus retailer
could be either a specialised
consumer electronics and A/V
retailer as well as mass merchant
with
consumer
electronics
department. We are able to answer
to diversity in the retail channel
because of the variety in the product
mix and the innovation skills.
Cl.: What are your overall objectives
for the coming years?
P.F.: The goal for the coming years is
be a dominant player in the A/V
support system market and maintain
that
position
by
continuous
innovation, product development
and excelling in customer service.
IFA Hall 3.2 / 201 a
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Paul FEENSTRA

P.F.: First of all, with Sanus and Chief
combined, CSAV offers the broadest
and deepest line in support systems
for AV in the world. In the Americas,
both brands hold the strongest
position in their market place and we
manage to maintain that market
leadership position by continuous
innovation
and
product
development. For example in 2005,
more then 50 new products were
launched. Each mounting solution is
designed, together with dealer and
installers, to meet the needs of the
installer and end-user alike. Our
more than 26 years of experience in
the A/V industry together with key
factors such as End-user Focus,
Faster Installation, Superior Service
and a Proven Quality will drive our
company forward in the years to
come.

Cl.: How would you describe your
specific added-value / philosophy?
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Advantages of Mounting solutions

A unique source of income
for channel companies
Paul Feenstra: The main Residential
applications are home cinema,
kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, living
room, home fitness area. In the
modern house of today, the
bedroom and living room will remain
the classic location for the TV.
However, rooms within new houses
are becoming more multi-functional,
no longer designed for one purpose.
This give a real additional opportunity
for the A/V support industry as our
products further support that line of
thinking. Emerging sectors beside
Residential are as well Digital
Signage, Custom Installation and
Education.

© photo: CSAV

Cleverdis: What are the most
important emerging sectors?

Cl.: What are the advantages for the
user?
P.F.: Not all consumers are aware of
all the benefits that come from
mounting their TV. The advantages
for the user are very diverse. First of
all, consumers have much more
freedom in determining a place for
their TV within their living room.
When the best spot in the house is
determined, one can place TV in
perfect viewing positions when
mounted. Mounting a TV also frees
up counter, table or desk space.
However there are also several
security advantages. For example
there is an important safety
precaution in the fact that the TV no
longer has the risk of tipping over.
Especially in crowded rooms or
rooms in which children play, this can
be very important. In addition,
mounting a TV eliminates the
scratching and damaging of the

furniture on which the TVs are
normally placed. So, besides the
sleek
design
that
adds
a
contemporary style and the broad
range of motion, there are lots of
other important practical benefits for
consumers that take effect from the
minute the mount is installed.

Cl.: What are the advantages for
resellers?
Consumers
are
always
P.F.:
interested
to
secure
their
investments and use it in the most
optimal manner. This is also the case
with flat screen TVs. Now, with so
many direct advantages in user
experience and security, wall mount
and or A/V Furniture become their
own product rather then an
accessory where attachments rate
opportunities are exceptional.
It is therefore key for resellers to
understand and communicate all
benefits of using AV support
systems in order to make sure they
grab the opportunity to make flat
panel mounts an integral part of the
sale, rather than an afterthought.
Once this is done correctly Resellers
will not only be on your way to
noticeably higher margins, but will
be rewarded with repeat business
and referrals for providing Mounting
and installation business.
IFA Hall 3.2 / 201 a
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Turning Your TV into
an Artwork

ARTDISPLAY – enhancing
living spaces
Artdisplay creates Digital Artwork conceived, elaborated and realized
thanks to new, digital technologies,
and destined to be viewed on flat
screens (LCD, Plasma etc.) as well
as with digital video projectors (LCD,
DLP, etc.). These are permanent
artworks, just like paintings conceived and realized as such, but
the difference here lies in the fact
that they evolve over time…
Throughout the day, the image
changes to suit the time. Digital Art
may source existing traditional
works, such as paintings, sketches,
photos, engravings or texts, but may
also be entirely conceived and made
from digital sources (pictures and
sounds made by computer)…
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Digital Artworks are elaborated using
professional graphic software, and
just like any other artwork, are
protected by copyright. Using TV
screens to permanently display
artwork when the TV is off greatly
brightens the room, becoming part
of the everyday environment… a
new application never possible (or
thought of) until now.

Optimising room space
As room space is limited in Europe,
this enables people to integrate
artwork into their home in a place
that was before just taken up by the
TV.

Production Runs – from
general public to limited
editions
The Work may be produced in
“Bulk” for general public, in “Limited
Edition” for public or private market,
in “Highly Limited” (VIP) edition
(original and limited creations by
artists), or as a UNIQUE creation - in

this case, the work becomes a true
artwork in its own right and may
have a very high value.

About ArtDisplay
Patrick Goubet is the project founder
and coordinates the whole project.
He imagines and elaborates the
artistic subjects and seeks and
contacts talented artists for future
editions.
According to Mr Goubet, “We
differentiate our product through a
truly artistic approach, proposing
original creations and real addedvalue for the manufacturer by
integrating the art works during the
manufacturing stage.”

Marketing and Communication
for ArtDisplay – CLEVERDIS.
For information on licensing or
distribution rights, please contact
Cleverdis President, Gerard Lefebvre
– gerard.lefebvre@cleverdis.com or
drop by our booth.
IFA Hall 26B / 213

© photo: ArtDisplay

Back in the days of “TV Cabinets”,
we used to hide our bulky old CRTTVs inside cabinets to keep them
out of sight. Today, with LCD and
Plasma TVs that can be hung on
the wall, there's just one
drawback: when the TV isn't on, it
becomes a big grey blob on the
wall… not very aesthetic. For
some years, the use of screen
savers has become widespread in
the PC world, but still today,
people generally don't think to run
a screen saver on their TV when
they're not using it. Those that do
occasionally run such things as a
crackling fire or the good old
aquarium
scene.
Hmmmm.
Wouldn't it be an idea to develop
specific artwork that could truly
turn people's TV's into living art on
the wall? Indeed it would… and
this is just the idea that a French
company has begun developing
over the past year.

www.cleverdis.com
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Television On The Go

Mobile TV Becomes
Reality in Europe
The promise of mobile TV has
generated a lot of interest from the
mobile and broadcast industries.
2005 saw the introduction of the
first mobile broadcast TV services
in South Korea and Japan via
satellite and terrestrial based
Digital Multimedia Broadcast
systems, while here in Europe, the
soccer World Cup provided the
spark for the launch of a number of
broadcast services, led by 3 in Italy
and Debitel in Germany. It’s
expected that these roll-outs, along
with coming projects in other
countries, will auger well for
further launches and subscriber
uptake.
Although 3G networks have more
broadly been used to watch
downloadable video content on
mobiles, various trials around the
world have been testing out more
complicated,
but
exciting
technologies, such as DVB-H, (Digital
Video Broadcasting – Handheld).
Spearheading
development
on
Mobile TV initiatives is the mobile
phone giant, Nokia, which is firmly
placing itself in a position to take
advantage of any near-future
explosion of this technology. We
asked Juha Lipiainen to give us a
general overview of how Nokia sees
the Mobile TV market evolving…

Juha Lipiainen: Over the past year, we
have been engaged in about 20
technical and consumer trials around
the world… From this, we have
obtained reliable and interesting data
about how people are using the
phones. The most comprehensive
data has come from the trial in
Finland which was called the Fin pilot,
which we ran about a year ago. One
thousand customers were given
mobile TV/phones, to use them over 6

www.cleverdis.com

months. People used them either at
home, while commuting from home
to work, or at work. What we
discovered was that the mobile TV
was used much in the same way as a
transistor radio: you turn in on in the
morning and it stays on the whole
day. Then people are consuming bits
and bytes from the information
stream when they have time… sitting
on a bus, heading to the office, or at
the office when they have a spare
moment. When at home, their fixed
home set is turned on, but so is their
mobile TV. Some even had two TV
programmes on at the same time.

Cleverdis: How interesting do you
think it will be for TV operators to
open specific DVB-H channels?
J.L.: It will probably be a very
interesting opportunity. DVB-H gives
the possibility for around 15 channels
in a 500 MHz bandwidth, and this
gives quite a few possibilities. One of
the things that is planned in Finland is
an event channel, promoting anything
from theatre to movie screenings or
other performances where they can
show trailers. The service is
sponsored by the ticket sellers – the
box offices. The Mobile TV channel
becomes interactive, allowing you to
buy tickets for the events via SMS
response. These kinds of commercial
applications will grow.
Cl: Is DVB-H a big part of Nokia’s
future plans?
J.L.: Nokia has taken the approach
that TV is an application on top of
phones and the personal multimedia
computers that we’re developing and
you can draw an analogy with what
we’ve done with FM radio and
cameras. If you look ten years back,
you just had a mobile phone and

Juha LIPIAINEN
Director of Business & Strategy
Development
Director of Mobile TV
business
NOKIA MULTIMEDIA
Mr. Juha Lipiäinen is currently holding
positions of Director of Business & Strategy
Development and Director of Mobile TV
business (Nokia Multimedia), Nokia (Finland).
Mr. Lipiäinen has twenty years experience in
telecommunications in various business
management positions in Nokia and with
network operator Telecom Finland (Sonera).

www.nokia.com
voice was the only application use…
Then you had SMS and MMS, then
cameras and FM radios and so on,
and these are all standard features
now. We see mobile video and mobile
TV capabilities being used in the
same way. Right now, we are offering
TV capabilities on high-end multimedia devices, but over the coming
years, this capability will be
introduced over other categories of
handsets.

Cl: Have there been any projections
of sales of DVB-H devices over
coming years?
J.L.: Yes. It has been estimated by
Informa that by 2010, it will be a 100million device market. If we consider
that we are close to zero devices right
now, the possibilities are huge. If you
compare that to the total market – a
total of 1.6-billion fixed devices and 2billion plus mobile devices – reaching
the 100-million point is just one
step… there’s a lot to come.
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INTERVIEW

About Unlimited
Mobile TV

Herbert

MITTERMAYR
VP Marketing
Alcatel Mobile Broadcast

www.alcatel.com/mobiletv
Tell us the story of how Alcatel got
into Mobile TV… and why the Hybrid
Solution?
Alcatel had, for a long period of
time, been evaluating the different
possibilities of TV on mobile phones.
We are, as you know, quite a significant player in the fixed DV and IPTV
domain and are practically the leader
in the field of IPTV.
As a simple straightforward consequence we engaged in Mobile TV
as well. As TV is a mass market
concept, it was important to establish a mass market service on the
mobile domain.
This is quite easy to say but quite
difficult to realise, because when
we talk about a mass market it
should be available everywhere
and should be available for millions
of customers in parallel. It should
have with plenty of channels …
not just two or three or ten, but
perhaps 30 or 40 or more.
The same terminal should also be
able to be used across Europe.
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It was all about the availability of spectrum, because this was the denominating factor for the system. We simply
went about finding a frequency that
would be available all across Europe …
now … in a short time frame… and that
would be useable from a regulation
perspective. When you do this, you
come to one frequency, which is SBand. It’s not UHF, it’s not L-band …
there are plenty of other minor bands
which could be used in some occasions
but not in a harmonious deployment
across Europe. It’s an absolute precondition that if your Mobile phone works
in roaming conditions, your Mobile TV
does as well. Likewise, coverage
indoors and in rural conditions, just like
for mobile phones, must also work for
Mobile TV.
That led to the discussion about a
system… what kind of system could
benefit from these frequencies. Our
frequency has one precondition. That
is that we needed to use a satellite,
otherwise we could not get the frequency. As it turns out from a business
perspective it is simply cheaper to distribute a large number of TV channels
over a whole country with a satellite
than with any other technology.

We’ve heard about DVB-H in UHF…
How is this different and what
improvements have been made?

We believe that DVB-H as such is a
good standard for various reasons.
It’s European driven, there is a lot of
push behind it, and also from the
performance perspective for the end
user it is quite a good technology.
What we’ve done, together with our
partners, is to put our brains together and enrich the DVB-H standard
with some additional technical features. We’ve also improved reception quality, and transferred the frequency where DVB-H is used to the
S-Band. In the June board meeting
of the DVB forum in Geneva, it was
agreed that there would be an
extended standard of DVB-H which
is called DVB-SSP (Satellite Service
for Portables).
There are many supporters for this
project and we are currently working
on standards that will be finalised by
the end of this year. This will give us
the security that for terminal manufacturers there is a stable situation
for the technology on the market.

What kinds of feedback have you
been getting to date?
There are two kinds of discussions.
One is centred on the technology.
This satellite/terrestrial technology is
not an easy technology. But the
operators we’ve spoken to feel this
is an absolutely credible solution
and we have recently announced,

Alcatel Unlimited Mobile TV Solution

www.cleverdis.com
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the testing with us and the CNES in
France.
The other kind of feedback is about
the business case, which is based
on deployment costs. This is driven
by the terrestrial repeater network
which you need in any case. The network deployment costs are driven
firstly by the number of repeaters
you need… several thousand to
cover a single country.
This is where S-band is interesting.
It’s S-UMTS, which is practically the
same frequency as UMTS band. So
when you deploy terrestrial repeaters for DVB-H, you can easily reuse
the sites and antennas and feeders
and power supplies of the existing
3G cellular sites. This gives us a big
advantage in cost terms. This is the
strongest argument we have today.

What is the time frame for rollout?
In the ecosystem with our partners
we have defined a very clear schedule. We will have the standard by the
end of 2006. We will have the
chipsets from DiBcom and Philips by

Q2 2007. This is early enough to have
the terminal manufacture in quantity
by Q4 2007. In parallel we have the
repeater development – and we will
have the quantities of repeaters in the
requested time frame… by Q4
2007… and last but not least there is
the satellite construction which is
ongoing, which is in time to have the
satellite in orbital position – up and
running by 2009. It is important to
underline the fact that we have
already signed an agreement with
Eutelsat, and filed for an orbital
position. This was a precondition for
being granted the frequency licences
across Europe. Put all that together
and you compare it with a deployment in UHF or other frequencies and
you will find that we are even earlier
on the market with a country-wide
deployment than you can ever have
with UHF, for the simple reason that
UHF will not be available countrywide before 2010 or 2012 – as it
depends on the switch-off of
analogue TV.
Another advantage in S-Band lies in

the small antenna and terminal size.
Do you think this will help sell the
terminals?
One of the difficulties in UHF is that
you need a relatively big terminal
and a very long antenna. With Sband, this is suitable to a handset in
the same size as a mobile phone,
and the antenna is only 6 cm long,
so it can be built into the handset.
This means you can easily build in a
second antenna, giving antenna
diversity which for reception quality
is a very important point.

Are you very excited about this
project?
I have never had, in my entire career,
so many positive responses on a brand
new idea in such a short time. It’s
incredibly positive, because there are
strong arguments for our customers
simply from a business perspective. It
really enables them to be at the core of
the value chain and save a lot of
money.

Testing the Hybrid Solution

Christophe
ALLEMAND
Mobile TV Program Director
CNES

CNES
www.cnes.fr
Can you give us a brief overview of
the work the CNES has been doing
with Alcatel on developing a
“hybrid” Mobile TV solution, and the
research projects that have been
commissioned in this sense?
It’s complementary work, because
as a space agency, our aim is to
www.cleverdis.com

develop a real partnership with
companies such as Alcatel today in
developing new industrial activities.
We also wanted to get an independent and complementary view of
what the mission should be, to
complement the broad view of the
system and the mission that we
would be working on together.

Screen size was seen as very important. People want mobile TV on
screens that are generally more
than 3 or even 4 inches if they’re
going to be watching programmes
for any length of time.

We’ve been working on three market surveys – two were conducted
in 2005 and one began in Spring
2006 and is still under way. The first,
completed in early 2005, was to
check on the feedback that we already
had – especially from South Korea
and Japan – to be sure that we could
get the same expectations on the
customers’ side in Toulouse as in
Seoul or in Tokyo.
Would the customer expectations
be the same? One of the first main
findings in qualitative terms was
that for potential users, Mobile TV
was not perceived as being another
mobile gadget, but that there was a
real need for TV on the move.

Very important. Like I said, the first
part of the market survey in 2005
was really qualitative. There was a
focus group and we were able to
show people some prototypes…
different
screens,
different
programmes and so on.
Immediately there was a very
strong impact and a negative
reaction whenever we suggested
that maybe there could be some
lack in coverage – in the quality of
the picture and so on.
There expectations were very clear.
People want a comfortable screen
size, and they want excellent
reception too, everywhere they are.
They want to be able to enjoy their

How important was image quality to
those surveyed?
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programmes, not just to guess
what’s happening. They especially
don’t want any interruption to reception when they move from one
place to another. There should be no
discontinuity or lack of coverage –
even for a few seconds.

What important facts came from the
other surveys?
One of the most important things is
that people said they did not want to
lose signal when they left the main
metropolitan areas. Even people
who live in Paris said that if they
could not receive their Mobile TV in
country areas they would be much
less interested and would pay less
for the subscription. There was a
very strong impact of this potential
theoretical lack of coverage.

Have you been able to estimate the
importance of roll-out?
Yes, from our studies it has become
obvious that the time frame of the
deployment will be important for
potential users. Is it acceptable for
the people to know that in the first
step only the biggest cities are covered, and then their suburbs and then
a couple of years later the mid-sized
cities?
If, in your daily life, you move 20 km.
in one direction and 20 in the other,
you will only use the system if from
the start it covers your whole living
area. People who commute a lot are
the most interested in Mobile TV. It
means that to fully serve their needs
you have to cover the full agglome-

ration of the area they live in. Take
Paris, Berlin or Rome for example.
The whole agglomeration covers a
very large area… sometimes 100
km across. If you have a deployment
strategy for the city only, then you’re
out! The other thing is that indoor
coverage is also extremely important. It has been confirmed by many
tests that most users want to watch
their mobile TV inside, and that they
need to have unfailing reception
here as well. So if you can’t deliver a
system that effectively and efficiently reaches commuters in suburban
trains and buses, as well as users
inside their apartments or office buildings, you’re out!

Most testing done to now has
concerned UHF band DVB-H. Having
seen the results of those tests,
what are your thoughts about coverage?
As regards coverage, when I look at
the market surveys, I feel that we
are very far away from consumer
expectations.

Tell us about the tests currently
under way of the Alcatel hybrid system…
We started testing at the end of last
year. The deployment itself started
in April. The key point is that Orange
France is a partner. We needed a
mobile operator to be a partner to
get access to their sites to install the
repeaters of the hybrid solution.
So the deployment started in April

and was fully operational in the first
part of May. We’ve just finished the
first two months of outdoor testing.
What’s very interesting is that since
the hybrid solution will have general
total coverage, we conducted the
tests from the very centre of
Toulouse to the suburbs and even
rural areas, and we’ve been getting
the technical feedback about propagation in dense urban areas right out
to country areas…
In September we will continue testing in rural cities just north of
Toulouse. In the hybrid solution
there are two very important points
to be checked.
The first is how the satellite signal
and repeater signals complement
each other and show an improved
performance in dense urban areas –
in big cities. We are now checking
that it works. The second point is to
show that thanks to the satellite we
will be able to decrease the size and
therefore the cost of the repeater
network. Another big question is to
show that in the thousands of other
cities that don’t have dense urban
areas, satellite will be able to provide
the service alone. In October, we
will start tests on indoor coverage
which is a very important part of the
equation. By Christmas time, we
expect to have live demonstrations
of the system and will be able to get
feedback from potential end users.

So how do you see the future of
Mobile TV?
I think both technologies – DVB-H
(UHF) and Alcatel’s hybrid system –
will emerge. We believe S-Band has
a huge potential and we believe the
current market survey in France will
support that.

Comparative interest
of different offers
The continuity of the service is a very important factor

Are there any other advantages of
the hybrid system for operators?

15 ch. Everywhere but on 2"
15 ch. Everywhere except indoors

Base: 15 years and over - very or quite interested
by the concept of mobile TV

15 ch. Everywhere except car
Very Interested
Quite Interested
Little Interest

15 ch. Everywhere exept train
45ch. Only large cities
45ch large & medium towns
45ch. Except village and country
45ch. Everywhere
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(Source: IDATE Study for CNES)
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Yes. For one thing, the S-Band is
available in France and at the
European level. Thanks to the fact
that it reuses existing mobile networks, much faster terrestrial rollout is possible with the hybrid system. Furthermore, the satellite will
be a big advantage for an operator
that wants to say it has the whole
territory covered at once… not just
the city centres.
www.cleverdis.com
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ANALYSIS
David MacQueen

Citigroup Research
Report

Mobile Analyst - Screen Digest
www.screendigest.com

Alcatel's satellite DVB system offers
a very economically attractive model
for deploying broadcast mobile TV.
Mobile network operators can avoid
the expensive spectrum auctions
and network deployments, averting
a repeat of the costly 3G rollout.
The system also offers some significant advantages over the satellite
DMB system deployed in South
Korea, which has so far struggled to
achieve mass market acceptance.
Alcatel's satellite DVB system has
many of the key factors in place for
success; strong technical specifica-

tions, a wide range of influential
partners and a compelling business
case for network operators.
Although the mobile broadcast TV
market is chaotic with much still to
be defined, Screen Digest anticipates the system will be widely
deployed in Europe.
We will be putting some comment
in the Screen Digest magazine next
month, and we will shortly be
publishing (no definite date yet) a
report called "Mobile TV: Winners
and Losers" which compares the
various technologies.

Windsor Holden
Senior Analyst - Analysys
www.analysys.com
My concern with conventional DVB-H
is that, given the high costs associated with the spectrum acquisition
and network deployment, operators
will struggle to create a service that
is financially viable.
If we assume total spectrum and rollout costs of EUR300 million for a
single DVB-H network in a major
European country, then it's unlikely
that cumulative service revenues for
mobile broadcasting will exceed that
total for at least four years after service launch.

Factor in additional expenses such
as rights acquisitions and running
costs, and it's clear that any profits
will only be realised in the very long
haul. The advantage that S-Band
would offer is that firstly, terrestrial
rollout costs are significantly lower;
secondly, the requisite spectrum is
currently available; and finally, the
pan-European satellite footprint
would be highly beneficial to operators such as Vodafone and Orange
wishing to transmit the same material to different territories.

In order to know more about Alcatel and their activities in the field of Mobile
TV, you are cordially invited to stop by at the Cleverdis booth, in order to
pick up a copy of the Cleverdis Special Report "Beyond the Limits - Mobile
TV and the ‘Hybrid’ Solution ".
It is also possible to arrange personal meetings with Alcatel staff at the
Cleverdis booth.

IFA Hall 26 / 213
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In July, 2006, Citigroup released a
comprehensive report on the impact
of Mobile TV on telecommunications
equipment vendors.
According to Citigroup analyst, Robin
Nazarzadeh, “Mobile TV needs
broadcast, unicast and interactive
functionality in the long-term for it to
become a differentiated, revenue
generating service.”
In the report, Mr Nazarzadeh
explains the advantages of S-Band:
“Alcatel has developed a method of
providing mobile TV that straddles
both the 3G and the DVB-H camps:
the company proposes using DVB-H
but instead of broadcasting in the
UHF or L-bands where spectrum is
scarce, it proposes using the Sband. Practically, this would mean
broadcasting via a satellite for rural
and less densely populated areas,
and then using the 3G network to
provide the repeater network for
in-building penetration in built-in
areas.”
Importantly, in financial terms,
Nazarzadeh underlines “the frequency band (2.17-2.22GHz) is sufficiently
close to 3G (1.92-2.17GHz) that data
can be transmitted using the same
infrastructure as 3G. This means that
an operator using this method could
re-use its own 3G transmission infrastructure.
Some hardware would need to be
added to the base station, but the
overall capital outlay would be lower
than the other methods and has the
added benefit of not requiring planning permission for new masts.”
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Marketing Consumer Electronics Clever Communication is key
Case Study – Sony Bravia
In the early part of 2005, Sony was no longer thought of as a major
player in the TV business. All the good will that had been built up with
the Trinitron brand went out the window as new players came into the
field with the onset of LCD and Plasma TV. In the stores, Sony had no
special added value any more – at least if one listened to the sales
people. With the launch of the BRAVIA brand around this time last year,
Sony made an historic turnaround. The company leapt to the number
one position for LCD TV in many markets around the world, thanks to
this savvy communication campaign, backed of course with TVs that
met the quality standard announced by the campaign. We decided to
take a closer look at just why this campaign was so successful. One of
the people at the heart of coordinating Sony’s communication effort in
Europe is Ruth Speakman, head of PR for Sony TV Operations Europe.
We asked Ruth to give us an insight to what spawned this campaign…
Around the middle of last year, our
management team in Japan outlined
a new vision of Sony’s future. They
understood that the environment in
which our industry operates would
not become easier. Competition had
become increasingly fierce, from
sources we never had to face in the
past. This challenge was like a wakeup call for the consumer electronics
industry in Japan. It was also an
opportunity for the entire Japanese
consumer electronics industry to
reclaim its leadership position. At
Sony, we understood that we had to
free ourselves from the old ways
that were binding us.

Cleverdis: With the change in tack
for Sony, new impetus was given to
the promotion of High Definition TV.
Why so?
No one in the world has Sony’s
depth of experience or breadth of
excellence in high definition and no
one is better positioned throughout
the value chain to benefit from the
shift from standard to high
definition.
Adoption
of
HD
technology will lead to enormous
opportunities for sales of highdefinition devices and content of all
kinds. To this end, Sony is increasing
the percentage of its products
supporting HD from 35 percent in
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2005 to 75 percent in fiscal year
2007. High Definition will be at the
centre of the digital living room. So
will Sony.
Cl: But rather than just underlining
picture quality, Sony decided to
promote the importance of colour
on new tech. TV’s. Thus came the
“Balls” commercial, filmed in San
Francisco. Why did Sony choose
such a different approach?

raining down on anything that gets
in their way. And it was all done
without computer graphics.

Cl: But the “balls” advertisement
was just part of an overall strategy.
Tell us about this…
The TV ads were part of an overall
communication
strategy
that
included point-of-sale material,
which provides an in-store presence
that reminds and reassures
customers that this is the product
they saw on the web and TV, a print
campaign, conveying a message
consistent with web and TV
activities, and a website entirely
dedicated to the advertisement,
including the “making of”, and so on.
In addition we created specific
marketing tools (eds: i.e. Cleverdis
Special Reports) that targeted
resellers and journalists, so that they
could better understand what we
were doing. All this created a buzz
which, like a wave, transported the
brand to new heights of success.

When you're introducing the next
generation of television, you want to
make an impact - but that doesn't
mean you have to shout at the top of
your voice. And it doesn't mean you
have to be predictable. To announce
the arrival of the BRAVIA LCD and
3LCD range, we wanted to get
across a simple message - that the
colour you'll see on these screens
will be 'like no other'. Sending
250,000 multi-coloured 'superballs'
bouncing down the streets of San
Francisco may seem the strangest
way to do this, but that's exactly
what Danish director Nicolai Fuglsig
did for the BRAVIA commercial in
July last year. The ad was set to the
stripped-down acoustic soundtrack
of José González' "Heartbeats", and
in it, the super-balls come flying, in
slow motion, over the brow of a
typical street in San Francisco,
www.cleverdis.com

Cleverdis Special Reports
With Cleverdis Special Reports, your company receives all the
benefits of having in-depth impartial reporting on your products or
services, in one custom-made mini publication.
Quite simply, Cleverdis prepares a Special Report about your
company, which is exclusively for your use: infinitely more
authoritative for potential clients than a sales brochure where, of
course, company promotion is par for the course.
The main advantage of these custom mini publications is that they
can be moulded to fit whatever need your company has in terms of
communication – fitting into many niche areas as well as being
able to be used for very broad scale communication. As Cleverdis
is recognized as the leading company worldwide in the production
of Special Reports for the Display Industry, this adds considerable
credibility to your message!

ROSS YOUNG
President DisplaySearch an NPD
Group Company Austin, Texas

Every time DisplaySearch hosts a
conference somewhere in the
world, the delegates come to learn...
to be informed and educated... not to be
bombarded with advertising material. I've noted
that the use of Cleverdis Special Reports greatly
enhances the story told by our sponsors. They use
the Special Reports to give solid credibility to their
offering, and to educate their potential clients
about their new technological offerings. The
expertise of Cleverdis in the Display world, and
their savoir-faire in putting together these Special
Reports in such a way as to tell the story clearly
and concisely is, I believe, second to none.

VARIED THEMES:
Highlighting New
Products
A Cleverdis Special Report
may be used as an original
way of highlighting new
products in a way that doesn’t
“oversell” them, but presents
them in a more journalistic,
magazine style. We explain
what’s new and interesting
about the products, and what
applications they’re best
suited to, while also being
able to explain the added
value of the manufacturer
itself and what the main
differentiators are – including
key customer benefits and
selling points.

Explaining
Technologies
Cleverdis Special Reports
may be used as a means of
explaining a company’s
technological value-add.
By not only outlining the
technology itself, but completing with case studies,
OEM interviews, market data
and the points of view of
senior management, the
Cleverdis Special Report is a
perfect solution for communication in this case.

Asserting or Under- Entering New
lining Market Position Markets
In some cases, it is very
important to be able to establish or re-establish your
company’s position in the
market, outlining differentiating factors and added
value more clearly.
With a Cleverdis Special
Report, your company’s story
can be told in a sincere,
journalistic way.

When companies enter new
market sectors, a Cleverdis
Special Report explains to
new potential clients what
the company has to offer in
its market or how its offer
has changed.

WHERE ARE CLEVERDIS SPECIAL REPORTS USED?
Most companies use our Special Reports in direct mailing actions to their main potential clients, although this can
also be organised by Cleverdis, with phone follow-up. Cleverdis Special Reports are also used as a top flight communication support at trade shows. Potential customers pay much more heed to a Special Report than a product
brochure or white paper, as the Special Report is compiled by a neutral third party company – structured in such as
way as to give the whole story – from market situation through product description to case studies and end user
interviews.

More info & free download at www.cleverdis.com/publications/spr.htm
Contact : Richard Barnes, Editor In Chief, richard.barnes@cleverdis.com
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OVERVIEW

Consumer
Electronics Market

(Source GfK)

The

Over the past ten years, consumer
electronics markets have evolved
faster than at any time in previous
history.
Since the turn of the millennium, the
evolution has become even more
exciting, with all-digital technologies
on the one hand, and an explosion in
new flat screen TV technologies on
the other. Mixed in with this is the
unbelievable explosion of mobile
technologies … and in even more
recent times, the addition of visual
technologies to the mobile domain,
creating new applications that were
never thought of before such as
Mobile TV and high speed mobile
internet (G3 and Wi-Fi).
The result of this extraordinary
blending of technologies is that

those resellers that are not investing
(in personal terms) in keeping up
with the evolution in these
technologies, will be left behind…
while those that anticipate and take
advantage of new adventurous
promotional
opportunities
will
dominate in years to come. While
annual spending on CE continues to
increase, the balance is forever
changing.
Recent surveys by organizations
such as GfK and DisplaySearch
underline the upheaval in the market.
What's clear however is that the
upward trend is set to continue for
some time to come.
Many thanks to GfK, Meko and
DisplaySearch for their input in these
pages.

LCD TV Demand Forecast (Volume)

Desktop Monitors and LCD
Monitors - 2006 is “Big” in
More Ways Than One
2005 was the best year for desktop
monitors in DisplaySearch's 10 year
tracking of the market. Calendar Year
2005 finished with a total worldwide market for desktop displays reaching record numbers in unit
volumes and revenues alike with a
combined total of 155.6M units for
the year and $42.5B in revenues
generated. The LCD monitor market
witnessed growth far in excess of
prior-year expectations for 2005 with
unit volume shipment increasing
54% from 2004 to 2005 making
2005 “the year of the LCD monitor”
Statistics from Meko confirm this
trend.

Desktop displays and LCDs in particular hit all-time resord highs making
2005, “the year of the LCD monitor”
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Colour like no other
The BRAVIA X-Series is the ultimate achievement of our engineers’
passion for high-deﬁnition colour. With its1080 Full HD screen we’ve
added over a million additional pixels to create our most detailed
picture yet, bringing you the deepest and most vibrant colours.
www.sony-europe.com/bravia

’Sony’, ’BRAVIA’ and ’like.no.other’ are registered trademarks of the Sony Corporation, Japan.

